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A String-Based Representation and Crossover
Operator for Evolutionary Design of
Dynamical Mechanisms
P. Reinier Kuppens

and Wouter J. Wolfslag

Abstract—Robots would perform better when their mechanical structure is specifically designed for their designated task, for
instance by adding spring mechanisms. However, designing such
mechanisms, which match the dynamics of the robot with the task,
is hard and time consuming. To assist designers, a platform that
automatically designs dynamical mechanisms is needed. This letter introduces a novel string-based representation for mechanisms,
including evolutionary operators, that allows an evolutionary algorithm to automatically design dynamical mechanisms for a designated task. The mechanism representation allows simultaneous
optimization of topology and parameters. Simulation experiments
investigate various algorithms to obtain best optimization performance. We show the efficacy of the representation, operators,
and evolutionary algorithm by designing mechanisms that track
straight lines and ellipses by virtue of both their kinematic and
dynamic properties.
Index Terms—Mechanism design, dynamics, optimization,
optimal control.

I. INTRODUCTION
NGINEERS would benefit from a tool that automatically
generates concepts for mechanisms in robotics. Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) could be the basis of such a tool, as they
can search for optimal points in the space of part assemblies.
In particular we consider spring mechanisms used for their
dynamical properties. By tuning the stiffness of a mechanism,
the natural dynamics can be adapted to the desired operating
frequency, thereby minimizing energy consumption [1]. Multiple uses for springs exist in legged robots, especially running
robots [2] and robot arms [1], [3]. Springs can also be used to
create energy free systems. These systems have constant potential energy over the complete work-envelope and can thus
move quasi-statically without operating energy [4]. Examples
are statically balanced parallel robots [5], gravity compensation [6] and vibration isolation systems [7]. Finally, rigid body
spring mechanisms are important because of their use as a first
approximation for compliant mechanisms [8], such as a fully
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compliant force balanced oscillator [9]. Note that most of these
references cite papers discussing the design of a task specific
spring mechanism. Such mechanisms would be more viable if
concepts could be quickly and automatically found.
Searching for spring mechanisms is a mixed integer programming problem, because the topology of a mechanism is
described by integers (components are either connected or they
are not) while its behaviour also relies on real valued parameters, such as link length and spring stiffness. Furthermore, it is
a non-standard problem , because the number of components is
generally unequal for different mechanisms. In addition, there
exists no explicit function to describe the solution space, since
the value of a design can only be quantified via simulation.
The complexity and nonlinearity of this problem requires a
method that is both flexible and robust. For this type of problem, literature shows that EAs are capable of finding good (not
necessarily optimal) solutions. For example, the design of analog electronics [10], antennas [11], finding natural laws [12],
compliant mechanisms [13], kinematics [14], [15] and robotics
[16], [17]. More recently, first steps towards dynamics have been
made in [18].
The exploratory qualities of an EA could be extended with
more problem specific heuristics to get a hybrid EA [19]. For
example, a gradient based optimization to fine-tune the real
valued parameters of each mechanism.
The main challenge in using EAs is the genome (the representation of the mechanism) and the variational operators (crossover
and mutation) that act upon it. Many approaches to representing mechanisms have been developed [20]–[24], in order to
make conceptual design more systematic. Early attempts such
as Reuleaux’s symbolic notation [20] and Franke’s condensed
notation [22] require visual inspection. Other methods such as
the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters [21] only describe a single
spatial kinematic chain and are therefore not suited for generating general spring mechanisms with EAs.
In the 1960s graph theory was first used to investigate the
kinematic structure of mechanisms [23], [25], [26]. Graph theory enables type synthesis and analysis of complex kinematic
chains, because properties such as planarity, isomorphism and
connectivity can be tested on the incidence matrix of a graph.
Furthermore, concepts such as graph duality and graph contraction aid mechanism analysis, see [27]. This matrix representation enables effective computer implementation, as first
demonstrated in the 1980s [28], [29]. However, it is not directly
suited for use in an EA.
In this letter, we present a representation based on [30]
and [18]. Specifically, we use a simple graph to describe the
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Fig. 1. A mechanism with its graph along with a specific schema. The grayed
out components indicate a wildcard.
TABLE I
THE INCIDENCE MATRIX OF THE MECHANISM FROM FIG. 1 AND ITS SCHEMA
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Fig. 2. The pattern generated by (4) up to v = 8. Each square is a 1 in a
column.

the form:
Ba = [m, xc , ryc ],

G
B1
B2
B3

S1

H1

H2

H3

H4

1
1
0
0

1/
1/
0/
0/

0
1
1
0

0
0
1
1

1
0
0
1

kinematics and then arbitrarily assign directions to find the
dynamics of the mechanism. The main contribution is to extend
previous work by ensuring compatibility with variational
operators. The focus is on single degree of freedom (DOF), 2-D
rigid body spring mechanisms that are not actuated. Motion is
caused by gravity and springs, such that a mechanisms inherent
dynamics make it functional.
In Section II we encode dynamical mechanisms for efficient
computer implementation. In Section III we explain how variational operators can manipulate these encodings to explore the
space of part assemblies. Section IV gives details on the evolutionary algorithms. Section V explains our experiments, with
their results in Section VI. Finally Sections VII and VIII provide
discussion and conclusions.
II. REPRESENTING MECHANISMS
A simple graph G (from now on graph) is an ordered pair
(V(G), E(G)) consisting of a set V(G) of vertices, a set E(G) of
edges and an incidence function φG : E → V × V that associates
with each edge of G an unordered pair of vertices of G and
contains no loops or multiple edges [31].
Vertices are associated with bodies and edges with forces.
Two types of bodies are included: rigid bodies (B) with a finite
mass and a single ground (G) with infinite mass. Two types of
connections between masses are included: spring forces (S) and
hinges (H). An example is given in Fig. 1.
The incidence function of a graph φG is defined by an N × M
incidence matrix IG with N being the number of vertices and
M being the number of edges. The (i, j)-th element of IG is
equal to 1 if the i-th vertex is an end of the j-th edge and zero
otherwise [31], e.g., see Table I.
Each edge carries associated parameters that describe properties such as hinge or spring locations. By carrying these
properties within the edges, the ground can be represented
by a single vertex such that a fixed vertex set V(G) =
{G, B1 , B2 , . . . , BN −1 } can be used. Therefore, vertex labels
can be omitted. In [18] grounds were labeled individually, making a fixed vertex-set impossible.
We indicate unlabeled topology data with an I, edgelabels
with an E, and mass (B), hinge (H) and spring (S) data are of

Sb = [xO , yO , xI , yI , L0 , k],

Hc = [xh , yh ]

(1)

where a is the number of bodies, b the number of springs and c
the number of hinges. All such data is given for the mechanism
from Fig 6(c) in (7). The shape of each body is determined by
the connections that are made to it: it is the convex hull of the
location-data contained in Sb and Hc .
A. Schemata as Building Blocks
The suggested encoding can be analysed by means of the
schema theorem developed by Holland et al. [32]. It provides
insight into how EAs manipulate individuals to accumulate wisdom within a population [33].
A schema H is a subspace of the original search space. For
instance, consider minimizing the objective function f of a vector of decision variables x. Suppose the optimal variables are
x∗ = [6, 3, 4] and that the -symbol indicates a wildcard, i.e., it
can be any value. Then examples of schemata that contain the solution are H1 = [, , 4], H2 = [, 3, ], H3 = [6, , ] and
H4 = [, 3, 4], even the whole space H5 = [] and the optimum itself are schemata. A schema has an order, which equals
the number of non-wildcard positions, and a defining length,
which is the distance between the outermost non-wildcard positions. The optimal solution x∗ = H = [6, 3, 4] can be constructed by intersection of the lower order schemata H1 , H2
and H3 .
The schema theorem shows that short low-order schemata
have a higher probability to propagate unharmed into subsequent generations than long high-order schemata, given the
same chance on selection. This observation has led to the building block hypothesis [34]. This hypothesis states that EAs initially select short low-order schemata and progressively combine them into longer higher-order schemata. Based on the concept of building blocks the following six conditions for EA
success were established [35]: 1) Ensure the EA is processing
building blocks. 2) Ensure the mixing of good building blocks.
3) Ensure diversity of building blocks. 4) Ensure growth of
good building blocks. 5) Decide well among competing building blocks. 6) Solve problems that can be build form building
blocks, or encode them so they can. They will be used as a
practical guide for the EA design.
A lower order schema can be found in a mechanism by replacing a column of its incidence matrix with wildcards. An example
is shown in Fig. 1 and Table I. In this case the connection between B1 and G is removed. At the level of the mechanism
the shape of B1 changes and the mechanism is reduced from a
four-link to a three-link mechanism.
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method does not require generalized coordinates, which can be
hard to find automatically.
The scleronomic hinge constraints and the spring forces require the distance between two points p1 and p2 located on two
bodies:
ΔP (x1 , x2 , θ1 , θ2 ) = R(θ1 ) (p1 − xc1 ) + x1
Fig. 3. Crossover on the level of mechanisms. The black parts indicate the
selected tails from the genome.

This method can be used to create schemata for all submechanisms of a given mechanism or, vice versa, to combine schemata
to form the mechanism. This means that our EA is processing
building blocks.
B. Connectivity and Equivalent Topologies
The size of the solution space is reduced by using the properties of connectivity and isomorphism. Connectivity means all
parts of a mechanism are connected and is directly tested on its
graph. Isomorphism tests whether it is possible to relabel the
parts of one mechanism (while also reordering the connections
in the same way) such that the result is a second mechanism,
which is therefore equivalent to the first.
Taking into account connectivity and isomorphism reduces
the search space for our algorithm by orders of magnitude. For
instance, there are 268 · 106 labeled simple graphs and 11 · 103
connected non-isomorphic graphs with 8 vertices [36].
Due to the different types of edges we cannot establish isomorphism for the whole graph at once. Four subgraphs of a different type can be identified, i.e., φG (H) = (G, B), φG (H) =
(B, B), φG (S) = (G, B), φG (S) = (B, B). Only subgraphs of
the same type will be compared. If all subgraphs are isomorphic
to all subgraphs of another mechanism we consider the topology
to be identical. This approach is however slightly conservative,
because isomorphism between all subgraphs of two graphs does
not necessarily mean that their represented mechanism topology
is identical. We analyze isomorphism with the software package
nauty [37].
C. Dynamical Model
To uncover the behavior of a mechanism we simulate its unactuated dynamics. Conservative forces (gravity Gi and linear
spring forces Si ) cause any motion that occurs. Therefore, tuning the positions and stiffnesses of the springs is important for
tracking a desired trajectory. This contrasts with a kinematic
solution where a predefined input motion is specified. For example, the parent mechanisms in Fig. 3 move due to gravity and
the springs. However, the child mechanism is in an equilibrium
and would not move.
The equations for dynamic simulation of the mechanism are
derived by way of virtual power, using Lagrange multipliers to
add the constraints to implement the hinges [38]. This results in
the following set of differential-algebraic equations:

  

Mij Dk ,i ẍj
fi
=
(2)
Dk ,j 0k k
λk
−Dk ,pq ẋp ẋq
where Mij is a diagonal mass matrix, Dk ,j the Jacobian of
the constraint vector Dk , xj = [x1 , y1 , θ1 , · · · , xn , yn , θn ]T the
global coordinates, λk the Lagrange multipliers, fi the force
vector and Dk ,pq ẋp ẋq the convective acceleration terms. This

− R(θ2 ) (p2 − xc2 ) − x2

(3)

where x1 = [x1 , y1 ]T , xc1 = [xc 1 , yc 1 ]T and θ1 are the current
and initial center of mass position of the first body and its current
angular position. x2 ; xc2 and θ2 are defined analogously; and
R(θ) is the 2D rotation matrix.
For each hinge two constraints of the form ΔP = 0 are added
to Dk with p1 = p2 = xh . If a body is connected to a ground
x2 = xh and xc2 = xh in addition.
The forces are given by fi = Gi + Si , where Gi is gravity
and Si are spring forces. Friction is neglected. Spring forces are
computed as minus the partial derivative of the spring energy Es
with respect to the coordinates. The energy of a spring equals
ΔL = |ΔP − L0| with p1 = [xO , yO ]T and p2 = [xI , yI ]T .
When a spring is connected to a ground xc2 = [xI , yI ]T and
x2 = [xI , yI ]T hold as well. All constants are stored in M , H
and S from (2).
Equation (2) (solved for ẍj ) is numerically integrated using the Runge-Kutta 4th order method with a fixed stepsize of h = 0.05. All simulations start at initial conditions
xj (0) = [xc1 , yc1 , 0, . . . , xca , yca , 0] and ẋj (0) = 0 and last for
T = 5 seconds. To satisfy the constraints (i.e., Dk = 0) the
Newton-Raphson method is used after each time step with a
tolerance of 10−12 m. Numerical integration is stopped when
singularities or extreme displacements (10 m per timestep) are
detected. Two solutions along the optimized trajectory are given
in Fig. 7.
D. Degrees of Freedom
One of the most fundamental properties of a mechanism is
its number of DOFs. This describes the number of independent
coordinates needed to fully describe motion, which plays a large
role in a mechanisms functionality. The number of DOFs of a
mechanism is found as the dimension of the nullspace of the
Jacobian of its constraint vector Dk ,j at the initial configuration.
This means singularities (causing changes in the number of
DOFs) are not accounted for.
III. VARIATIONAL OPERATORS
Variational operators are responsible for creating new mechanisms in the population. Typically binary and unary operators are
used. The binary operator (crossover) combines two genomes
into one new mechanism. The unary operator (mutation) makes
small random changes to one genome.
A. Crossover
A crossover operator, that combines two graphs, is non-trivial
since incidence matrices are generally of a different size due to
a different graph order. Also, this operator should ensure simple
graphs and thus prevent loops and multiple edges. Furthermore,
it should deal with topology and real valued parameters simultaneously. Many possible solutions arise from the different ways
of storing the incidence matrix.
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Incidence matrices contain many zeros, suggesting the use of
a sparse matrix notation[39], [40]. However, the list describing
a sparse matrix has length 2|E|, one entry for each non-zero
element. Consequently, invalid edges can be created by splitting
a sparse matrix in an inappropriate location. Another issue is
how to unite the |E| data vectors belonging to each edge with
2|E| list elements.
An edge-list may solve that, because it groups vertex pairs that form edges [31]. For example, the
edge-list of the graph from Fig. 1 is given by
{{v1 , v2 }, {v1 , v2 }, {v2 , v3 }, {v3 , v4 }, {v1 , v4 }}, which is written as a matrix of dimension 2 × |E|. Even though an edge-list is
easily united with |E| data vectors, it is not perfect for detecting
loops and multiple edges. For example, when generating random
graphs one must take good care not to generate loops of the form
{v1 , v1 } and multiple edges of the form {{v1 , v2 }, {v2 , v1 }}.
To explicitly exclude loops and multiple edges, we write the
topology as a string of length |E|. By properly defining a mapping I : E(G) → N, we make sure that loops and multiple edges
of the form {{v1 , v2 }, {v2 , v1 }} cannot occur. Duplicate edges,
such as {{v1 , v2 }, {v1 , v2 }} are prevented by sampling without
replacement. The mapping is given by
I({v1 , v2 }) =

1
(v2 − 2)(v2 − 1) + v1
2

s.t. v1 > v2

(4)

where {v1 , v2 } is a pair of vertices that form an edge. The
pattern this mapping creates is given in Fig. 2. It is created by
noting that in a simple graph any column in IG can have a finite
number of configurations. This number is given by the binomial
coefficient, e.g., six configuration for each column in Table I.
Replacing each unique column in Table I with a number from the
discrete set I6 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} given by (4) gives us the string.
The pattern has the property that all possible configurations for
a certain number of vertices are assigned before moving on to
a higher number of vertices. Therefore, by using this pattern
for translating the incidence matrix to a string of numbers, it is
possible to combine mechanisms of different vertex-order.
Crossover is done with a slightly modified one point crossover
[32], because it is simple and no obvious advantages exist over
more complicated methods like n-point or uniform crossover
[19]. The modification addresses that the length of both parents
is in general not equal L1 = L2 . We pick two random integers
r1 ∈ [1, L1 − 1] and r2 ∈ [1, L2 − 1]. Next, we split parent 1 at
point r1 and parent 2 at point r2 and merge the tails to create
a child. For example, the topology of the parents from Fig. 3 is
given by p1 = [1 1 3 6 4] and p2 = [2 1 3 2] respectively. For
r1 = 3 and r2 = 1 we get:
 
 


2 1 3 2
6 4 1 3 2
1 1 3 6 4
+
=
ds dh dh dh dh
ds dh dh ds
dh dh dh dh ds
where dh = [Eh , Ba 1 , Ba 2 , Hc ]T for hinges and ds =
[Es , Ba 1 , Ba 2 , Sb ]T for springs. Data contained in dh and ds
is associated with its respective edge and simply transported to
the child mechanism. (7) gives an example of all data to build
a genome for the mechanism from Fig. 6(c). To prevent multiple edges, duplicate incidence numbers with the same label
are removed after crossover, along with their respective data
vectors dh or ds . In our implementation, the mass data of each
body is stored in the hinges and springs that are connected to
them. This means that the mass data can be stored in multiple
columns, which potentially causes conflicts after crossover. To
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resolve such conflicts, we take the average of all these instances
for each mass after crossover.
B. Mutation
Mutation is done in two ways. The first is to randomly change
a value in the representation. In this case we have to account for
the meaning of each value, which can represent:
1. an incidence number, in which case we change the incidence number by one, in random direction.
2. an edge label, in which case we change it randomly.
3. a real valued datum about the hinges, springs or masses,
in which case we change it by adding a value drawn from
a normal distribution.
The second type of mutation causes changes on a more macroscopic scale: it acts upon complete parts, instead of single values.
To emphasize mechanisms of a low complexity, we only delete
parts. Again there are three options: to delete a mass, a hinge or
a spring.
IV. EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM
This section discusses the details of the implemented EA. The
goal of the EA is to provide an environment in which to test the
proposed genome and operators.
A. Diversity
The power of EAs comes from two sources: exploration and
exploitation [41]. They need to be well balanced, which can
be done by maintaining diversity. Diversity measures the variety within a population and can be directly used in preventing
premature convergence in local optima [42], [43].
Diversity D will be measured by the anti-log of the Shannon
entropy, because it includes both the richness and evenness of
species in a population. It is given by D = eH where H =

− Si=1 pi ln pi , with pi the proportion of the population that
belongs to species i and where S is the total number of species
[44], [45]. A species is considered to be a unique topology as
described in Section II-B, similar to genetic programming where
diversity typically refers to structural differences [43].
Quantifying diversity allows us to monitor it. Maintaining
diversity, without compromising convergence speed (i.e., lowering selection pressure), requires spatially distributing the population, specialized selection operators which need a similarity
metric between individuals, or re-injecting the population with
new genetic material [42]. Since no readily available similarity metric for mechanisms exists, we will maintain diversity by
spatially distributing the population and by re-injecting genetic
material.
The population will be spatially distributed with the island
and the diffusion model. The island model splits the population
into subgroups called islands. Gene flow between islands only
takes place after an epoch, i.e., when the local populations stop
improving for 10 generations. A circular topology of N islands
is used, in line with results from [46].
The diffusion model lowers gene flow trough the population on each island by placing all individuals in its own cell
on a toroidal grid. Crossover only occurs between neighboring
individuals. This local flow has the same evolutionary power
as global operators [47]. In addition, they also enable parallel
computation [48], [49].
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TABLE II
PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR ALL ALGORITHMS

B. Selection
Parents, survivors, migrants and neighourhoods are selected
with the linear ranking scheme with maximum selection pressure (s = 2) from [19]. The expected value is converted into
sampling from the populations by the roulette wheel algorithm.
During neighbourhood selection an individual is selected by
ranking the population in order of ascending fitness. A neighbourhood is then the locality of the selected individual. Next
two parents are locally selected from the neighbourhood the
same way. During survivor selection, one individual that will
be deleted is locally selected by ranking the neighbourhood
in descending order of fitness. During migrant selection one
individual is selected on each island in the same way as neighbourhoods are selected. An individual μ1 on island 1 will take
the place of μ2 on island 2, μ2 will take the place of μ3 on island
3 and so on.
C. Initialization
To ensure a maximally diverse initial population all members
are non-isomorphic as defined in Section II-B. Members will
have different graph orders, which raises the question how many
samples of each graph order should be taken. According to the
true distribution of non-isomorphic connected simple graphs,
mostly samples of high order graphs [36]. However, low order
graphs can be useful building blocks by reason of the building
block hypothesis.
To compromise, we sample graph order v according an exponential distribution with scaling parameter λ = 0.5. By tuning
λ more emphasis can be given to low or high order graphs. Next
the number of edges e is uniformly chosen such that the mechanism can be connected and has at least one DOF. The graph
is build by generating e uniformly random incidence numbers
between 1 and I(v, v − 1).
D. Fitness Function
Two design cases will be presented: 1) a one DOF mechanism
that draws a straight line and 2) a one DOF mechanism that
draws an ellipse. In both cases a feature based fitness function is
used. The fitness function F is a bilinear form of the differences
in desired (fd ) and measured (fm ) features, similar to [50]:

(5)
F = ||fd − fm ||A = (fd − fm )T A(fd − fm )
In each case fitness is calculated for each center of mass and
all hinges and spring-ends that do not connect to a ground (e.g.,
six trajectories in Fig. 1). The fitness of the mechanism is the
minimum of these fitness values.
For the straight line mechanism four features are included in
the feature vector. The first feature, fm ,1 , measures the absolute
total curvature of a trajectory. The local curvature κi is computed
for each point i on the polygonal curve with the algorithm from
[51]. The second feature fm ,2 is the trajectory length to prevent
very small straight lines. (6) shows the first two features with
|p| is the number of points, xi and yi are the differences in the
x and y directions between consecutive points. The errors are
normalized by bounding and dividing the differences by 100.
fm ,1 =

|p|

i=1



|p|−1

|κi |,

fm ,2 =

i=1

2
x2
i + yi

(6)

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Max no. bodies
Neighbourhood size
Population size
No. gen. per epoch
No. children per gen.

7
3×3
7×7
≥10
10

No. migrants
Crossover rate
Parameter mutation rate
Part mutation rate

1
1
0.05
0.03

The third feature fm ,3 is the number of DOFs of the mechanism
squared. For this feature we square the difference. Lastly, fm ,4 ,
represents the complexity as the sum of all masses, hinges and
springs of the mechanism. The differences for the DOFs and
complexity features are normalized by the maximum value given
the number of vertices in the largest allowed graph. The matrix
A is chosen to be A = diag(80, 70, 25, 25). The desired feature
vector is fd = [0, 10, 1, 0]T .
For the ellipse mechanism, we use features describing the
ellipticity, the length and the area of the closed polyon curve.
Also, the L2 norm of the vertex-wise difference in position
and curvature are computed to describe local variations between the desired and measured trajectories. These features are
described in more detail in [50]. In addition we include the
DOFs and complexity of the mechanisms as in the straight
line case. A normalized ellipse with a major axis twice the
minor axis is used as desired trajectory. We take matrix A =
diag(10, 10, 10, 20, 20, 5, 5).
V. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
To investigate the performance of the EA, it is decomposed
into five sub-algorithms. By comparing their output we are able
to pick the best combination of methods.
Each algorithm is run with both 2 and 12 populations (islands)
in parallel on an Intel i5-3320M and two Intel Xeon X5650 CPUs
respectively with both 20 and 60 migrations. The results are the
fitness values of the best mechanism. All algorithms are run 30
times to obtain a fair sample of the optimization performance.
The samples are compared using three-way independent measures ANOVA.
The following algorithms are compared: a) Multistart algorithm; a simple EA with 2 and 12 non-interacting panmictic
populations. b) Island model. c) Island with diffusion model.
d) Island with diffusion model plus re-injection at a threshold
of 80 effective species. e) Island with diffusion model plus reinjection at a threshold of 20 effective species.
Reasonable algorithm parameters have been determined by
preliminary tests and values stated in literature, see Table II.
VI. RESULTS
The optimization results are summarized in Fig. 4. Nine out
of 20 cases significantly deviated from normality, according to
the Shapiro-Wilk test (p < .05). Furthermore, the assumption
of homogeneity of variance for ANOVA was violated (Levene’s test: F (19, 580) = 25.493, p < .001). Transforming the
data did not rectify these problems, so the reported F-tests could
be inaccurate.
The results show that the main effect of algorithm choice
significantly affected the best fitness score (F (4, 580) = 9.649,
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Fig. 5. Mean fitness of algorithm c. The black lines indicate individual runs
and the red line indicates the mean.
Fig. 4. Boxplots for all runs. The upper two plots show results for case I with
20 migrations for 2 and 12 islands. The bottom left two show results for case I
with 60 migrations for 2 and 12 islands. The bottom right shows results for case
II with 60 migrations and 12 islands. Small circles indicate moderate outliers
and the stars indicate extreme outliers.
TABLE III
RUN TIME OVER 30 RUNS IN MINUTES
20 Migrations

60 Migrations

2 Islands

12 Islands

2 Islands

12 Islands

Alg. a
Alg. b
Alg. c
Alg. d
Alg. e

9
16
7
17
13

16
14
13
29
24

21
20
18
48
39

40
25
25
75
72

Evals

ࣙ4000

ࣙ24000

ࣙ12000

ࣙ72000

p < .001, ηp2 = .062). Post-hoc analysis using Tukey HSD revealed that algorithm c performed significantly better than the
algorithms a, d and e (for all p < .01). Algorithm b performed
significantly better than the algorithms d and e (both p < .05).
No significant difference was found between the algorithms a,
d and e (for all comparisons p > 0.05).
The main effect of the number of migrations significantly
affects the best fitness (F (1, 580) = 203.521, p < .001, ηp2 =
.26). Furthermore, the main effect of the number of parallel populations affects the best fitness score significantly as
well (F (1, 580) = 379.509, p < .001, ηp2 = .396). The effect
size (ηp2 ) shows that the number of parallel populations and
the number of migrations both have a large effect, whereas the
effect of algorithm choice is small to medium.
No interaction effects among independent variables (algorithm choice, number of migrations and the number of populations) were found. Thus, it is likely that each variable can be
adjusted without affecting the effect of another.
These findings suggest that algorithms b and c outperformed
the other methods in terms of optimization performance. However, since only algorithm c was significantly better than algorithm a we pick algorithm c as the best.
Table III shows the run time for the experiments, which are
considered reasonable. The run-time of algorithms d and e is
significantly higher (≈ 3 times), because complex mechanisms
are repeatedly added to the population.
Two straight line solutions can be distinguished: single pendula and Roberts mechanisms. Pendula approach a straight
line as they get longer and have very low complexity. Roberts

Fig. 6.

Evolved straight line mechanisms.

Fig. 7. The x- (solid line) and y- (dotted line) coordinates of resulting trajectory versus time.(a) Mechanism from Fig. 6(a). (b) Mechanism from Fig. 6(c).

mechanism is more accurate at smaller size, but has more parts.
Three things are noted about the evolved Roberts mechanisms.
First, they were never symmetric. Second, they often had redundant parts attached, meaning topology was different from case
to case. Lastly, most Roberts mechanisms were produced by
algorithms d and e, indicating those algorithms might be useful
when the goal is to create a more diverse set of mechanisms.
Examples are shown in Fig. 6
Fig. 5 shows the mean fitness of the population versus the
time (in generations) of algorithm c. The black lines indicate
individual runs and red the mean of all 30 runs. Diversity versus
time looks very similar, albeit with a quicker convergence, suggesting parameters were further optimized after the topology
was found.
Algorithm c with 12 islands and 60 migrations performs best
on the straight line problem. That is, it produced the best fitness values with the least spread. The results from algorithm c
suggest that the EA is able to successfully perform a search for
mechanism topology and perform a parameter optimization at
the same time. This is readily observed in the convergence in
Fig. 5.
The best algorithm found for the straight line mechanism
is also used for tracking an elliptic trajectory. The algorithm
was successful in 29 out of 30 runs. The fitness values are
summarized in Fig. 4. Two of the 29 mechanisms are shown in
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(a) and (b) Evolved and (c) redesigned ellipse mechanisms.

Fig. 8(a) and 8(b). Both mechanism rely on the same topology,
but due to their different parameters their operating principle
is different. Finally, Fig 8(c) shows a human edited version
of the 2nd mechanism, showing that the automatically evolved
mechanisms can be used as an inspiration to design elegant and
functional concepts.
I = [1

5

2

6

6

E = [1 1

0.29
B = 0.70
0.46

1.04
S=
3.88

2.26
HT =
3.44

2

1

2

2]

0.49
0.31
0.40

1]

0.71
0.43
0.61

3.94
0.83

1.05
4.08

0.92
1.44

0.58
0.47

0.03
0.02

0.80
2.84



1.05
1.13

2.27
4.51



(7)

VII. DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated evolutionary design of planar straight
line mechanisms and mechanisms that draw an ellipse, an improvement over previous work [18]. To obtain these results, a
novel representation for mechanisms was developed with emphasis on compatibility with EAs. In particular, we unified the
representation of [18] with the schema theorem [32]. Compatibility with variational operators was achieved by writing topology as a string. This inherently avoids loops and multiple edges,
preventing parts to be connected to themselves or multiple times
to each other.
The underlying graph theory allows for extensive post processing. It allows for example analysis of kinematic chains by
graph contraction, isomorphic topologies, planarity and connectivity. This means that after evolution the mechanisms can be
further analyzed and developed by a design engineer. However,
by representing the graph via an incidence string the description
becomes more abstract. Therefore, analysis cannot directly be
applied on the incidence string that we introduced. Our representation is not intended to be used directly by human engineers. Instead, it makes it easier for EAs to manipulate and
accumulate data in a population enabling evolutionary design
of mechanisms.
The evolved mechanisms move by virtue of their kinematic
and dynamic properties. However, the fitness functions do not
include any criteria involving speed or forces. Such criteria
could be interesting for spring mechanisms for fast moving
robots, or to optimize the natural frequency of oscillations.
Implementation should be possible by using the computed

Lagrange multipliers or displacement solutions such as shown
in Fig. 7. However, dynamic criteria can be difficult to state or
compute robustly. To that end, future research should study how
to tightly couple more sophisticated simulation engines to our
proposed algorithm.
No mechanisms that exactly track the desired trajectory (e.g.,
the linkage from [52]) were found. We believe that such mechanisms might be deceptive optima. That is, optima for which no
continuous transformation along the gradient of fitness improvement towards a global optimum exist [53]. Deceptive problems
are more likely to be solved by searching for novelty [54] rather
than an explicit objective. To use novelty search, future research
should aim to find an appropriate metric for the similarity between mechanisms.
In this research only springs, hinges, and rigid bodies were
used as building blocks. The representation can be extended to
include more parts, such as torsion springs, prismatic joints, linear and rotational motors and so on. For example, torsion springs
can be added by using their potential energy Eθ = 1/2kΔθ2 , a
prismatic joint can be added by constraining a rotational joint on
a line instead of a plane, i.e., Dp = [sin(α) − cos(α)]ΔP = 0,
where α is the angle of the line, and motor functions can be
added by including rheonomic constraints. As the underlying
graph that encodes topology remains the same, this theoretically
only requires more edge labels to denote different constraints
and forces. The main challenge for future research is to find
good solutions in the enlarged search space.
Similarly, we believe any system that can be encoded by a
graph can potentially be designed by EA. For example, electric circuits that have been evolved in previous research [10]
or neural networks that are parametrized graphs. Since the abstraction of their network structure is essentially the same, such
systems could ultimately be unified into a single representation.
Evolution of simple multi-physics systems has already been
demonstrated [17]. An important, but challenging, next step is
to evolve dynamic mechanisms with motors, in combination
with evolving the motor controllers.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this letter we presented a string based representation for
dynamical mechanisms and variational operators that act upon
it. The representation and operators were designed while carefully considering the schema theorem and the building block
hypothesis such that both topology and parameters could be
optimized simultaneously and efficiently. The performance of
various algorithms was tested. For the test case of a straight line
mechanism, a combination of the island and diffusion model
worked best. Finally, we have demonstrated, for the first time,
evolutionary design of simple single DOF mechanisms that track
an approximate straight line and an approximate ellipse by virtue
of their kinematic and dynamic properties.
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